Eurotech at EMO SHOW,
 HALL 17, STAND B54 

RAPIDO

EMO is the leading global metalworking trade show and will take place September 16-21.
Exhibitors from around the world will be spotlighting their solutions for the challenges of an
internationally focused industry in the 21st century. If you are going to EMO, please contact
us for FREE tickets to the show! (holding on a first come, first serve basis). At EMO Eurotech
will be exhibiting the following technology:
THE RAPIDO - world's fastest 10 axis 1.42” bar machine. 3- tools in the cut simultaneously
with powerful 15 hp on both main and sub spindles, delivers 50% faster cycle times.
“Triplo” sub spindle and software delivers 3 tools in the cut simultaneously. A rigid fixed
head stock design, (2) 12 station live Turrets, 1.97” of Y-Axis Stroke (both turrets), (2) 7000
rpm C-Axis Spindles, Programmable Super Shift Sub-spindle, Programmable Parts Catcher,
Parts Conveyor System, 1.42” bar capacity, Great Ergonomics, Compact footprint: 149” x
55”.

TROFEO

THE TROFEO - 11 axis bar machine with clear shift sub, five sizes up to 3.15 bar capacity.
Eurotech’s Trofeo series offers a superior design that delivers extremely efficient and
fast production of complex components, using live tools, C-axis and Y-axis. This high
precision turn/mill center has up to 11-axes with dual turret and dual spindle. The Trofeo series
is a cut above its competition with advanced technology: 192 cutting tools for machining
complex, precise parts and up to 48 live tools for milling operations.
THE MULTIPLA triple Y axis, five sizes up to 3.15 bar capacity. This all new Multipla
line of three turret machines leverages the technology introduced several years ago
into Eurotech's immensely popular Trofeo line of two turret machines. The result is
the fastest three turret machine with the highest ROI available today.
SMART TURN 27 hp B axis ATC, 5 second chip to chip time, 40 hp main spindle and 35
hp sub spindle, 4"bar capacity, 15" chucks. The Multi-Tasking Eurotech SmartTurn that
Turns/Mills ALL 6 Sides in One Set-Up. High rigidity and accuracy with solid boxway
construction and Heidenhein scales on every axis. Fast and accurate machining complex
parts from bar or chuck with Fanuc 31i-T series control.

MULTIPLA

735SLY -30hp, 6 axis, 2.75 bar machine. 25-35% faster cycle times than traditional multiaxis turning centers, providing unmatched ROI. Utilizing EGS tool system allows up to 96
tools - More Y-axis stroke than any machine in its class! Complete complex parts in one
operation, load redundant tools for unattended machining, eliminate set-up time
NEW B1250, 6 axis 40 hp, 49"center, 4"bar, 15" chucks, 16 station turret. The new
B1250Y has a new, larger turret with an internal live tool motor, even more Y
axis, and a larger machining field.

SMARTTURN

